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Abstract

In this study, we perform a critical examination of the phenomenon where the magnetization is stretch
independent in incompressible hard-magnetic magnetorheological elastomers (h-MREs), as observed in several
recent experimental and numerical investigations. We demonstrate that the fully dissipative model proposed by
Mukherjee et al. (2021) may be reduced, under physically consistent assumptions, to that of Yan et al. (2023),
but not that of Zhao et al. (2019). In cases where the h-MRE solid undergoes non-negligible stretching, the model
of Zhao et al. (2019) provides predictions that are in disagreement with experimental observations given that,
by construction, that model produces a magnetization response that is not stretch-independent. By contrast,
the other two models are able to describe this important feature present in h-MREs, as well as in incompressible
magnetically soft s-MRES. Note that in cases where stretching is negligible, such as for inextensible slender
structures under bending deformation, the Zhao et al. (2019) model provides accurate predictions despite its
underlying assumptions. Additionally, our analysis reveals two key points about the magnetization vector in
the context of the more general, fully dissipative model. First, the magnetization can be related to an internal
variable in that theory. However, it cannot be formally used as an internal variable except in the special case
of an ideal magnet, and, as such, it is subject to constitutive assumptions. Furthermore, we clarify that the
magnetization vector alone is insufficient to describe entirely the magnetic response of an MRE solid; instead,
the introduction of one of the original Maxwell fields is always necessary for a complete representation.

Keywords: Magnetorheological Elastomers; Hard Magnetic; Finite-strains; Magnetic Dissipation; Elastica;
Magnetization

1 Introduction and problem definition

In light of the recently burgeoning interest in magneto-elastic materials, a plethora of theoretical, numerical, and
experimental studies have emerged in the literature on magnetically soft (s-) and hard (h-) magnetorheological
elastomers (MREs), also known as magnetoactive elastomers or polymers. In the laboratory, three major classes
of MREs have been fabricated: s-MREs containing carbonyl-iron particles (or other low dissipative ferromagnetic
particles), h-MREs comprising magnetically dissipative particles (such as NdFeB or similar), and hybrid MREs
combining both types of particles. In most cases, the micron-sized particles are in the form of a powder and have
fairly spherical or polyhedral shapes (Schümann and Odenbach, 2017; Schümann et al., 2017).

The s-MREs exhibit high magnetic permeability and magnetization saturation but demagnetize immediately
after removal of the magnetic field (Danas et al., 2012). By contrast, h-MREs have a significant magnetic coercivity
and smaller magnetic saturation but retain their magnetization upon removal of the magnetic field Stepanov et al.
(2017). At this pre-magnetized state, however, h-MREs usually exhibit a relatively low magnetic permeability,
close to unity. Soft- and hard-magnetic particles can be combined in a matrix, yielding a new class of hybrid
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MREs (Stepanov et al., 2017; Moreno-Mateos et al., 2022b), that combine, in a non-trivial manner, the individual
advantages of s-MREs and h-MREs and improve the coupled magneto-mechanical response. With the exception
of s-MREs, which can be cured under a magnetic field to form particle chains and thus exhibit mechanical and
magnetic anisotropy (Danas et al., 2012), the majority of the magneto-elastic material systems fabricated to date
tend to be mostly isotropic, appearing nearly homogeneous at the macroscopic scale. Incompressible MREs exhibit
maximum magnetostriction, and thus, most past studies have focused on the incompressible limit.

Here, we discuss a critical observation relevant to incompressible s- and h-MREs, focusing on the experimentally
observed stretch-independence of the magnetic response of these materials. During the past decade, several studies,
theoretical (Mukherjee et al., 2021) and experimental Danas et al. (2012) for s-MREs and Yan et al. (2021, 2023) for
h-MREs, have demonstrated that the amplitude of the magnetization is independent of the stretching (or stressing)
of the material. This finding distinctly opposes the well-known magneto-elastic Villari effect observed in the context
of pure metallic polycrystalline magnets (Kuruzar and Cullity, 1971; Daniel et al., 2014), where the application of
stress leads to a change of the magnetization response, both the magnetic permeability and magnetization saturation
of the magnet. By contrast, the stretch independence of MREs has important consequences for their response when
actuated by external magnetic fields.

In the past few years, numerous studies on h-MREs have made extensive usage of the Zhao et al. (2019) model,
which has been mainly tested against experimental data on slender structures subjected to pure bending and in the
absence of any mechanical pre-stresses or pre-stretches (at least of a non-negligible amplitude). In that model and
several studies thereafter, the authors make the assumption that the initial pre-magnetization, or, more precisely,
remanent magnetic flux, transforms with the deformation gradient. This assumption directly implies that the
magnetization of the h-MRE will change upon application of tensile or compressive loads, which, as we shall review
below, is not supported by recent (Yan et al., 2023) and earlier (Danas et al., 2012) experimental and numerical
studies (Mukherjee et al., 2021). By contrast, the models of Mukherjee et al. (2021); Mukherjee and Danas (2022)
and Yan et al. (2021, 2023) for h-MREs and the former models of Danas et al. (2012), Lefèvre et al. (2017) and
Mukherjee et al. (2020) for s-MREs account for this stretch independence of the magnetization response to a fair
extent and, thus, are able to describe cases with non-zero pre-stresses and pre-stretches predictively.

The main focus of the present study is to closely examine and clarify the similarities and differences between
(i) the simpler uncoupled models of Yan et al. (2023) and Zhao et al. (2019) for h-MREs and small magnetic loads
around the pre-magnetization state and (ii) the fully dissipative coupled model of Mukherjee et al. (2021). The latter
is pertinent for both s-and h-MREs as well as magneto-mechanical loads of arbitrary amplitude. By coupled and
uncoupled magneto-mechanical response, we refer to the ability of the model to predict intrinsic magnetostriction
of an MRE under Eulerian applied magnetic fields in the sense described by Danas (2017) and clearly discussed in
Section 4. More importantly, we will show that under certain, physically sound assumptions, the Mukherjee et al.
(2021) model may be reduced to the Yan et al. (2023) model but not that of Zhao et al. (2019).

Our manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the main mechanical and magnetic quantities
needed for the analysis of the magneto-mechanical problem. In Section 3, we recall, briefly and concisely, the main
ingredients of the fully dissipative model of Mukherjee and Danas (2022) in the F-B space, which is an exact
Legendre dual of the original model of Mukherjee et al. (2021) that was proposed in the F-H space. Here, F
denotes the deformation gradient, while B and H are the Lagrangian magnetic flux and field strength, respectively.
In Section 4, we simplify, under physically sound assumptions, the previous fully dissipative model to two simpler
coupled and uncoupled energetic models for h-MREs, both of which are valid for small applied magnetic fields around
the pre-magnetized state. Then, we summarize the h-MRE model of Yan et al. (2023), showing that it turns out
to be identical to the uncoupled energetic model of the present note. We proceed by discussing connections and
differences between the former two rotation-based models and the Zhao et al. (2019) model. Finally, we close by
discussing the limitations of the simpler models as well as the effect that the modeling of the surrounding air has
on the response of the MRE.

2 Preliminary definitions

We consider a magnetoelastic deformable solid that occupies a region V0 (or V) with boundary ∂V0 (or ∂V) of
outward normal N (or n) in the undeformed stress-free (or current) configuration. Material points in the solid are
identified by their initial position vector X in the undeformed configuration V0, while the current position vector of
the same point in the deformed configuration V is given by x = y(X) = X+u(X), with u denoting the displacement
vector. Motivated by the usual physical arguments, the mapping y is required to be continuous and one-to-one
on V0. In addition, we assume that y is twice continuously differentiable, except, possibly, on existing interfaces
(e.g., due to the presence of different phases) inside the material. The deformation gradient is then denoted by
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F = Grady = I+Gradu and its determinant J = detF > 0 with I being the second-order identity tensor. Moreover,
“Grad” denotes the gradient operator with respect to X in the reference configuration. In addition, the reference
density of the solid ρ0 is related to the current density ρ by ρ0 = ρJ . Time dependence in not considered here.

Traditionally, in the absence of electric currents and charges, the following three quantities are used to describe
the magnetic state of a solid in the current configuration:

• the current magnetic flux b;

• the current magnetic field strength h; and

• the current magnetization m, which, by construction, is zero in non-magnetic domains.

It is important to note, however, that these three quantities are not independent of one another; they are related
by the constitutive relation b = µ0(h+m), which may be recast as

m =
1

µ0
b− h in V, (1)

with µ0 denoting the magnetic permeability of vacuum, air or non-magnetic solids.

Remark 1. In fact, the expression in Eq. (1) is a definition of the magnetization vector in the current volume V,
which, however, is not defined on its boundary ∂V, and does not have a unique Lagrangian definition (Dorfmann
and Ogden, 2004). Moreover, by definition, m = 0 in a non-magnetic body. This statement implies that m is
insufficient as a variable to describe the presence of magnetic lines (in the sense of Maxwell) in the surrounding air
or in the non-magnetic medium more generally (e.g., a polymer), two settings that are commonly of interest in most
problems involving magnetic materials. In these two cases, one is left with the relation b = µ0h, which implies (in
the sense of a continuum medium) that b is linearly dependent on h, and vice versa, via the magnetic constitutive
parameter µ0. Henceforth, we seek to reconcile, in certain special cases, the approaches using the original Maxwell
fields b and h (or their Lagrangian counterparts discussed below) as working variables (Dorfmann and Ogden, 2003)
and those using all three, b, h, and m (Brown, 1963; James and Kinderlehrer, 1993; Kankanala and Triantafyllidis,
2004). Moreover, in Section 4, we will show that m, unlike the original Maxwell fields b and h, can be related to
an internal–and not an independent–variable that describes permanent magnetization states in the MRE solid.

At large strains, the fields b and h can be pulled back from V to V0 to their Lagrangian forms, denoted by B
and H, respectively, such that (Dorfmann and Ogden, 2003; Bustamante et al., 2008)

B = JF−1b, and H = FTh. (2)

Moreover, as has been extensively discussed in the literature (see, for instance, Dorfmann and Ogden (2005)),
Eq. (1) is not form invariant under transformations, which is a manifestation of the non-unique definition of m.
The Lagrangian B is also divergence-free and H is curl-free, such that

DivB = 0 in V0, [[B]] ·N = 0 in ∂VB
0, (3)

and
CurlH = 0 in V0, [[H]]×N = 0 on ∂VH

0. (4)

The explicit notation ∂VB
0 and ∂VH

0 serve to denote the corresponding parts of the boundary where jumps in B and
H are applied.

The total Cauchy stress tensor σ and the total (first) Piola-Kirchhoff S read, respectively,

σ =
1

J
SFT , and S = JF−1σ. (5)

Both of these stress measures are divergence free, for instance,

Div S = 0 in V0, SFT = FST , and [[S]] ·N −T = 0 on ∂VN
0, (6)

where T denotes the mechanical traction in the reference configuration applied on the corresponding part of the
boundary ∂VT

0.
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3 The magnetic dissipation model of Mukherjee et al. (2021)

3.1 Internal variable for magnetic dissipation

A thermodynamically consistent model for any dissipative material may be constructed through the definition of
a finite number of internal variables, which reflect the irreversible processes the material undergoes under external
loads. Those internal variables are, in general, difficult to measure directly in an experiment (e.g., plastic strain,
or magnetization), and moreover, they cannot be controlled with direct manipulations (Bassiouny et al., 1988;
Eringen and Maugin, 1990). Nevertheless, they are necessary to describe the time evolution of the internal state of
the material since they carry information on the history of the processes (e.g., motion of dislocations and domain
walls, bypassing or pinning at obstacles). In this regard, one of the main differences between h-MREs and s-MREs
is the underlying magnetic dissipation of the filler particles (e.g., NdFeB) in the former. Upon cyclic magnetic
loading, as a consequence of the finite strains and the magneto-mechanical coupling, the response of the h-MRE
composite exhibits both magnetic and mechanical hysteresis.

Through the extensive analysis of data from numerical RVE simulations, Mukherjee et al. (2021) have shown
that only one internal remanent H-like1 vector variable,

Hr ∈ R3, (7)

which lies in the stretch-free, intermediate configuration Vi (see Fig. 1) suffices to describe the magneto-mechanical
behavior of an incompressible h-MRE. This assumption is not unusual. For example, the analogous classical J2
flow theory of elasto-plasticity makes exactly the same assumptions for the plastic deformation gradient Fp (Lee,
1969) or plastic strain εp (Hill, 1950).

Current 
configuration

Intermediate 
configuration

Reference 
configuration

Figure 1: Definition of the reference, intermediate and current configurations of volume V0, Vi and V, respectively,
along with the different field variables defined therein.

A direct consequence of the above unambiguous numerical and theoretical results is that the current magneti-
zation vector, m is affected by macroscopic rotations but not stretches, as we will show in the following sections.
These observations are also confirmed experimentally and independently in the works of Yan et al. (2021) and
Yan et al. (2023) for h-MREs and the earlier study of Danas et al. (2012) for s-MREs2. In particular, Yan et al.
(2023) have first employed a three-dimensional (3D) model, based on that of Zhao et al. (2019) (hereon denoted
as the FM-model with M being the pre-magnetization vector), which leads to changes of the magnetization am-
plitude (and direction) upon application of a deformation gradient. The authors showed that, in some cases where
stretching is not negligible, this FM model yields unphysical predictions (i.e., in disagreement with experimen-
tal data), as they demonstrated for the specific configuration of a thin plate made of an h-MRE, actuated under
combined mechanical (pressure) and magnetic loading. Following an alternative point of departure, these authors
then developed a model (hereon denoted as the RM-model), which, upon application of a deformation gradient,
F = RU, imposes changes solely in the orientation of the magnetization vector due to the presence of only the

1Given the arbitrary nature of choosing internal variables, it is evident that one could also have reasonably chosen a B-like variable.
Mukherjee and Danas (2022) subsequently showed that such a choice is inconsequential for the analysis and is a mere matter of taste.

2We recall that the case of s-MREs may be recovered in the limit of vanishing dissipation of the h-MRE model (Danas, 2024).
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rotation part, R, and not the stretch part, U. This RM-model was found to yield predictions in excellent agree-
ment with experimental data, as we will discuss in more detail in Section 6. Yan et al. (2023) also demonstrated
that classical dimensional-reduction techniques to derive equilibrium equations for inextensible slender structures
(beams, elastica, plates, and shells) that invoke Euler-Bernoulli or Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses for the kinematics
(i.e., normals stay normal to the center-line/mid-surface and do not stretch) naturally block the stretching and give
the erroneous impression that FM models are appropriate for such structures made of h-MREs. Similarly, but for
incompressible s-MREs, earlier experimental work by Danas et al. (2012) showed that pre-stressing of the material
(even when anisotropic) and upon the application of an external magnetic field, leads to an effectively unchanged
amplitude of the magnetization response, albeit strongly affecting its magnetostriction.

The two independent experiments discussed above and reported in Yan et al. (2023) and Danas et al. (2012),
together with their respective numerical and theoretical analyses therein, provide unambiguous and convincing
evidence that the amplitude of the magnetization response of incompressible MREs more generally is insensitive to
mechanical stretches. Certainly, considering large shear loads may alter the direction of magnetization, consequently
rendering the analysis highly nuanced and intricate. In this context, it is noteworthy that incompressible MREs do
not exhibit the inverse magnetoelastic Villari effect of metallic magnets, which do so but are compressible (Kuruzar
and Cullity, 1971).

Remark 2. Both push-forward or pull-backward transformations of the internal variable Hr may always be con-
sidered, resulting in two additional measures: one Eulerian, hr = RHr, and the other Lagrangian, Hr = UHr,
respectively. Nevertheless, those measures are non-essential since, given that they are not independent variables,
they cannot be given any particular physical interpretation, and more importantly, they cannot be measured or
directly controlled (Eringen and Maugin, 1990).

In Section 4, we will demonstrate that the current magnetization m is a function of Hr, implying that m
(or its representation in a different configuration) can be linked directly to an internal variable; cf. the relevant
work of Klinkel (2006); Linnemann et al. (2009); Kalina et al. (2017)). However, we will see that failing to use an
appropriate transformation of m can lead to important errors. We will then establish a direct connection between
the full dissipative theory of Mukherjee et al. (2021) and Mukherjee and Danas (2022), as well as the simplified
energetic models of Yan et al. (2021) and Yan et al. (2023). We emphasize that the latter two studies provided
strong experimental evidence for the fact that the current magnetization is stretch-independent and affected only
by rotations.

3.2 The isotropic magneto-mechanical invariants for h-MREs

A natural way to satisfy the conditions of even magneto-mechanical coupling, isotropic material symmetry, and frame
indifference is to express the energy density and dissipation in terms of appropriately chosen isotropic invariants.
In Mukherjee and Danas (2022), a dual formulation in the sense of Legendre-Fenchel was proposed for h-MREs,
yielding exactly equivalent constitutive laws in both the F-H and F-B space. In the present study, we focus on the
F-B formulation, which allows us to make direct contact with Yan et al. (2023), as well as assess the limitations
of the earlier model of Zhao et al. (2019). Moreover, for consistency with earlier works by a subset of the authors
of these two studies, we will also present a quasi-incompressible version of the models. Note, however, that the
formalism we will propose is only valid for minor volume changes and not for general compressible MREs; for the
latter, we refer to the recent work of Gebhart and Wallmersperger (2022a,b) on this topic.

First, we will define the general set of available invariants, C = FTF, B, and Hr, given the corresponding
arguments. Subsequently, we will select a subset of them to model the h-MREs; a choice that is primarily motivated
by corresponding numerical RVE simulations of two-phase h-MRE composites (Mukherjee et al., 2021). While this
choice does not represent a rigorous result, it serves as an effective homogenization-guided approach. This strategy
ensures that the number of invariants remains minimal and keeps the model entirely explicit.

Mechanical invariants.

I1 = tr(C), I3 = J2 = detC = 1, (8)

Magneto-mechanical invariants in F-B formulation.

IB4 = B ·B, IBHr4 = B · C−1/2Hr, IHr4 = Hr · CHr

IB5 = B · CB, IBHr5 = B · C1/2Hr, IHr5 = Hr ·Hr.

IB6 = B · C2B, IBHr6 = B · C3/2Hr IHr6 = Hr · C2Hr. (9)
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3.3 Energy densities and dissipation potential

We express the energy density, W (F,B), as the sum of three distinct energy densities, namely, the purely mechanical
(ρ0Ψmech), purely magnetic (ρ0Ψmag) and coupling (ρ0Ψcouple), such that3

W (F,B,Hr) = ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) + ρ0Ψmag(I
B
5 , I

BHr
5 , IHr5 ) + ρ0Ψcouple(I

Hr
4 , IBHr5 , IHr5 , IBHr6 ) +

1

2µ0J
IB5 , (10)

where ρ0 is the reference density of the solid, and the last term (IB5/2µ0) in Eq. (10) represents the energy associated
with free space with µ0 being the magnetic permeability in vacuum or in non-magnetic solids such as the polymer
matrix phase. This last term is necessary for mathematical consistency (Dorfmann and Ogden, 2003) as well as
for modeling the effect of the surrounding air upon the MRE body. We also note that in the proposed model in
Eq. (10), a subset of the invariants defined in Eq. (9) was found to be sufficient for the problem at hand.

The mechanical energy density The purely mechanical free energy density ρ0Ψmech in Eq. (10) may be chosen
to correspond to the analytical homogenization estimate of Lopez-Pamies et al. (2013) for a two-phase composite
made of an incompressible nonlinear elastic matrix comprising isotropic distributions of rigid-particles, such that

ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) = (1− c)ρ0Ψm,mech(I1) +
Km

2(1− c)6
(J − 1)2, I1 =

J−2/3I1 − 3

(1− c)7/2
+ 3, (11)

where c is the particle volume fraction, Km (much larger than the shear modulus) is the compressibility modulus
and Ψm,mech is the free energy density of the matrix. The purely incompressible result (i.e., Km → ∞) recovers
the dilute estimate of Einstein (1906) and satisfies the well-known Hashin and Shtrikman (1963) bounds for such
composites. Notably, the homogenization estimate in Eq. (11) holds for any I1-based incompressible rigid-particle–
matrix composite and was shown by Luo et al. (2023) to also be extremely accurate for quasi-incompressible
matrices. Thus, the choice for the constitutive law of the matrix phase remains versatile in the present modeling
framework. Evidently, in the limit of c = 0, the homogenized energy recovers that of the matrix phase; i.e.,
limc→0 Ψmech(I1, J) = Ψm,mech(I1, J). By contrast, limc→1 Ψmech(I1, J) = +∞, thus recovering the energy of a
mechanically rigid material, such as that of the particle in the present case.

It is important to note that the above homogenized mechanical energy for the MRE may be replaced readily by
any other mechanical energy of a phenomenological type that is available or better suited for the material at hand,
as will be discussed in Section 5.

The magnetic energy The magnetic free energy, ρ0Ψmag, in Eq. (10) reads (Mukherjee and Danas, 2022)

ρ0Ψmag(I
B
5 , I

BHr
5 , IHr5 ) = − 1

2µ0

χe

1 + χe
IB5 + IBHr5 +

µ0

2

(
χe +

1 + 2c

3c

)
IHr5 +

µ0

c

(ms)2

χr
p

fp

(√
IHr5
ms

)
. (12)

In Eq. (12), χr
p is the remanent susceptibility of the underlying magnetic particles, whereas the “effective” parameters

χe and ms for the composite are given in terms of the particle magnetic properties and its volume fraction c as

χe =
3cχe

p

3 + (1− c)χe
p

, and ms = c ms
p

(
1 + χe

p

1 + χe

)
. (13)

In this expression, χe
p and ms

p are the particles’ energetic susceptibility and saturation magnetization, respectively.
To summarize, the energy in Eq. (12) involves a total of five magnetic parameters of the particles summarized in
Table 1.

Table 1: Magnetic properties of the particles.

volume frac-
tion

energetic
susceptibility

remanent sus-
ceptibiliy

magnetization sat-
uration

coercivity

c [-] χe
p [-] χr

p [-] ms
p [MA/m] bcp [T]

3In the original work of Mukherjee and Danas (2022) the notation W B was used to distinguish between the F-B model and the
equivalent dual in the F-H space denoted with W H. In the present work, we only use the F-B version, and thus, the relevant superscripts
will be dropped for simplicity of the notation. In turn, for clarify, the superscripts will be maintained when writing the invariants.
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The saturation-type magnetization behavior of the h-MRE is captured by the nonlinear function fp(x) in
Eq. (12), whose choice needs to be made depending on the specific saturation response of the (hard/soft) mag-
netic particles. Representative examples of possible choices for the functional form of fp(x) to describe different
hard-magnetic particles have been provided in Mukherjee and Danas (2022) and Danas (2024) and are not repeated
here for brevity. In what follows, we use the inverse hypergeometric function, which reads

fp(x) = −[log(1− x) + x]. (14)

Ideal

Actual

<latexit sha1_base64="L5mCQV7kqSvs0WY1i0OGZIYgnkM=">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</latexit>
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r
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e
p
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2

<latexit sha1_base64="zi/EGyDamW6Yz4o4NLb5EJ2PFwc=">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</latexit>

�e
p

<latexit sha1_base64="FVIOGHMN1IgWl+oiqstVbndPH0c=">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</latexit>

(�e
p = 0)

<latexit sha1_base64="mkHZHD128LItP3/XuFQhjJmMl3o=">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</latexit>

(�e
p = 0.1)

<latexit sha1_base64="RU0JSw+WQMAn1xBYBDdZUfSxny8=">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</latexit>

bc
p/µ0m

s
p

Ideal

<latexit sha1_base64="USZ2yPSze9sLzQlChZZXIZR+0yU=">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</latexit> bc p
/µ

0
m

s p
=

1.
26

<latexit sha1_base64="jKg9xeZ4YcNWEGbzAstuOw2wI2c=">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</latexit> bc p
/µ

0
m

s p
=

0

<latexit sha1_base64="cMtMCDrA+d8/GsDkZnVp1iLgQag=">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</latexit> m
1
/
m

s p

<latexit sha1_base64="EbUeS+eEnRe0LbtagSEFFWRNJss=">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</latexit>

h1/ms
p

<latexit sha1_base64="cMtMCDrA+d8/GsDkZnVp1iLgQag=">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</latexit> m
1
/
m

s p

<latexit sha1_base64="EbUeS+eEnRe0LbtagSEFFWRNJss=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of a magnetic particle subjected to a full cyclic magnetic load h = h1e1. (b) Normalized
magnetization response versus the normalized field strength. Both ideal (χe

p = 0; black dashed line) and actual
(χe

p = 0.1; blue solid line) hysteresis loops are shown along with the slopes of the m− h response before and after
magnetic switching, i.e., before and after reaching the value bcp/µ0m

s
p. (c) Normalized magnetization responses for

finite (black dashed line) and zero (red solid line) coercivity bcp/µ0m
s
p lead to, respectively, hysteretic and energetic

magnetization responses. (Both plots were adapted from the previous work of Mukherjee and Danas (2022)).

The physical interpretation of the various parameters introduced above is elucidated using Fig. 2, which, for
simplicity, refers to the case of c = 1, corresponding to the magnetic response of pure particles (absent a matrix
phase). Note that for h-MRE composites, which typically have c ∈ (0, 0.3] (Moreno et al., 2021), the interpretation
we will provide remains qualitatively unchanged. Fig. 2a shows a schematic of a magnetic particle subjected to
a full cyclic magnetic load h = h1e1. Given that the particle is considered mechanically rigid, in this plot we
probe the purely magnetic laws described previously. In the plot of Fig. 2b, we observe that χe

p and χr
p control

the increasing slope of the magnetization curve past the coercive field bcp (to be discussed separately, below, in the
context of the dissipation potential). In turn, χe

p alone controls the initial loading and unloading slope of the curve
prior to reaching bcp or simply the relative magnetic permeability at zero magnetic loads and a pre-magnetized state.
The parameter ms

p defines the saturating value of the magnetization. The special case of χe
p = 0 corresponds to an

ideal magnet, i.e., a magnet that reaches exactly the saturating ms
p value. By contrast, actual magnets continue to

exhibit a slight increase of m up to large fields, a process that is controlled by the parameter χe
p, which typically

has relatively small values ranging from 0.01 to 0.2.

The coupling energy The proposed coupling free energy, ρ0Ψcouple, in Eq. (10) is written as (Mukherjee and
Danas, 2022)

ρ0Ψcouple(I
Hr
4 , IBHr5 , IHr5 , IBHr6 ) = c β

[
µ0(1− 2χe)

(
IHr4 − IHr5

)
− 2χe

1 + χe

(
IBHr6 − IBHr5

)]
. (15)

with the coupling parameter
β(c) = 19c2 − 10.4c+ 1.71, ∀c ∈ [0, 0.3]. (16)

The coefficients in this last equation were obtained by calibrating the analytical model to the corresponding 3D
representative volume element (RVE) simulations of random distributions of magnetically hard particles in an
elastomer matrix phase. This coupling parameter β(c) may be independently calibrated against experimental data
or other available numerical estimates if required. In Eq. (15), we highlight the simple linear dependence of the
coupling energy density on the invariants, making it possible to obtain a dual energy density in the F-H space, as
discussed in detail by Mukherjee and Danas (2022) and not shown here for brevity.
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The dissipation potential The dissipation potential D remains to be defined, which, along with the energy
density W , will complete the constitutive relations in our model. Given that viscoelastic effects are not considered
in the present manuscript (but see recent works in this direction by Rambausek and Danas (2021); Lucarini et al.

(2022); Stewart and Anand (2023)), the rate-independent dissipation potential is given in terms of Ḣr
only, such

that (Mukherjee and Danas, 2019; Mukherjee et al., 2021)

D(Ḣr
) = bc|Ḣr| ≥ 0, (17)

where |.| denotes the standard Eulerian norm and bc is the effective coercive field of the composite given by

bc = bcp

(
1 + χe

1 + χe
p

)4/5

. (18)

In this expression, bcp and χe
p are the particle coercivity and energetic susceptibility, respectively, whereas χe has

been defined in Eq. (13). Typically, for a hard-magnetic composite, the effective coercivity is given by bc = bcp
(Idiart et al., 2006). Nonetheless, the multiplicative term of bcp in Eq. (18) serves as an effective correction term
for an actual magnet and can be obtained from available experimental data. From the plot in Fig. 2c, we observe
that by letting bcp → 0 (and by extension bc → 0), one obtains a purely energetic magnetization response (without
hysteresis), relevant for the modeling of s-MREs. This limit, however, is not analytical, and for this reason,
alternative analytical expressions were proposed in Mukherjee et al. (2020) for the case of purely energetic s-MREs
that are able to reproduce closely (Mukherjee and Danas, 2022; Danas, 2024) the limiting s-MRE response obtained
by the present full dissipative model.

The derivative of the dissipation potential in Eq. (17) with respect to Ḣr
is non-unique at |Ḣr| = 0. Hence, we

start from the Legendre-Fenchel transform of D, i.e., D∗, such that

D∗(Br) = inf
Ḣr

[
Br · Ḣr − bc|Ḣr|

]
(19)

in the rate-independent limit. In this last expression, Br is the remanent B-like field conjugate to Hr, such that
upon the use of the condition in Eq. (19), one can define the dissipation potential also as D = Br · Ḣr ≥ 0. The
minimization condition of the last expression leads to a criterion known as ferromagnetic switching surface (Landis,
2002; Mukherjee and Danas, 2019)

Φ(Br) := |Br|2 − (bc)2 = 0, (20)

which must be satisfied during the energy dissipation in a magnetic loading/unloading cycle. With Eq. (20), one

may recast the dissipation potential D(Ḣr
) by introducing a (non-negative) Lagrange multiplier Λ̇, so that

D(Ḣr
) = sup

Br
inf
Λ̇≥0

[
Br · Ḣr − Λ̇Φ(Br)

]
. (21)

In fact, substituting Br = bcḢr
/|Ḣr| (the minimization condition of Eq. (19)) yields exactly D(Ḣr

) = bc|Ḣr| but
now with the constraint in Eq. (20), which must be satisfied to make the term Λ̇Φ(Br) in Eq. (21) vanish.

The constrained dissipation potential in Eq. (21) leads to the following set of equations necessary to obtain the
evolution of Br:

Ḣr
= Λ̇

∂Φ

∂Br , Φ(Br) ≤ 0, Λ̇ ≥ 0 and Λ̇Φ = 0, (22)

which are also known as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions (Karush, 1939; Kuhn and Tucker, 1951).
With Eq. (22), the evolution equations for the internal vector variable Hr are now fully defined, concluding

our overview of the fully dissipative h-MRE model of Mukherjee et al. (2021) and Mukherjee and Danas (2022).
Evidently, this model is path- and history-dependent. Its mathematical similarity to J2 flow theory of plasticity
allows us to resort to already well-known numerical algorithms (such as the radial return algorithm) to resolve
the evolution equations and evaluate the deformation and magnetic fields under general magneto-mechanical loads.
The model must be solved numerically, as is the case in all incremental elasto-plastic models in the literature.
Yet, our model for MREs is explicit in the sense that all expressions are analytical and, thus, straightforward to
implement in material subroutines to solve general boundary value problems (Rambausek et al., 2022). Numerical
implementations of the model in user element routines for Abaqus and FEniCS are available in Mukherjee et al.
(2021b) and Rambausek et al. (2021). Corresponding predictions of the proposed model may also be found in those
papers and are not repeated here for conciseness.
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In closing this section, it is worth noting that it is possible to further enrich the present modeling framework
to take into account more complex magnetic phenomena if deemed necessary. Possible areas for extension include
switching surface shrinking during asymmetric cyclic loads, the evolution of the coercivity with temperature, or
even rate or frequency effects. However, at present, there is a striking lack of experiments in the literature to study
these phenomena. These experiments must be tackled first so that their results can inform future model extensions.
A first effort towards this direction may be found in the earlier work of Mukherjee and Danas (2019).

4 An energetic model for small magnetic fields after pre-magnetization

For small amplitudes of the applied magnetic field, where the norm of the remanent Br field is smaller than the
coercive value bcp, or simply, when Φ < 0 in Eq. (20), Hr remains constant (in time) throughout the actuation
process even when the applied deformation is large. This observation enables us to propose a simplified purely
energetic model obtained from the more general dissipation model discussed in Section 3. To do so, we set a
constant amplitude and direction to Hr (Moreno-Mateos et al., 2022b, 2023)

Hr = C, |C| < Q (23)

with Q denoting some real non-infinite number. Since Hr is constant4, variations of the energy with respect to Hr

are null and one may write a purely energetic model defined by the energy density

W e(F,B;Hr) = ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) + ρ0Ψmag(I
B
5 , I

BHr
5 ) + ρ0Ψcouple(I

Hr
4 , IBHr5 , IBHr6 ) +

1

2µ0J
IB5 , (24)

where the superscript e stands for “energetic”.
In this last definition, naturally, the mechanical energy density term remains unchanged from Eq.(11).
The purely magnetic free energy written in Eq. (12) now simplifies to

ρ0Ψmag(I
B
5 , I

BHr
5 ) = − 1

2µ0J

χe

1 + χe
IB5 + IBHr5 , (25)

with χe given by Eq. (13). Furthermore, any terms in the energy that only involve Hr (but no F or B) are
constant and, thus, can be dropped. For this case of small magnetic loading, the coupled energy term is obtained
by simplifying the original coupling energy density written in Eq. (15) to

ρ0Ψcouple(I
Hr
4 , IBHr5 , IBHr6 ) = cβ(c)

[
µ0(1− 2χe)IHr4 − 2χe

1 + χe

(
IBHr6 − IBHr5

)]
. (26)

Remark 3. Both the amplitude and direction of the internal variable Hr need to be prescribed in this simplified
energetic model. They can be proposed heuristically based on intuitive arguments (as is usually done in the literature
for simple structures). Alternatively, they need to be evaluated from an independent calculation of the magnetic
dissipation to estimate the pre-magnetization profile in a magnetoelastic structure (Mukherjee and Danas, 2022).

Current magnetization Using the above expressions, one may directly evaluate the current magnetization in
the h-MRE. Noting from the polar decomposition F = RU that F−T = RU−1 and C1/2 = U, one can show using
Eq. (2)2 that

h = F−TH = F−T ∂W e

∂B
=

1

µ0J
FB− χe

µ0J(1 + χe)
FB+RHr +

2cβχe

1 + χe
(RHr −RCHr). (27)

Next, use of Eq. (2)1 leads to

h =
1

µ0

b− χe

µ0(1 + χe)
b+RHr + cβ

2χe

1 + χe
(RHr −RCHr). (28)

A direct comparison between this last relation and the definition for the current magnetization in Eq. (1) yields

m =
χe

µ0(1 + χe)
b−RHr − 2c β χe

1 + χe
(RHr −RCHr), (29)

which provides a relation between m, b, and Hr in the energetic, coupled model proposed here.
Certain observations follow:

4We precise here that Hr may vary in space, i.e., along the length of a beam but does not change with the applied loads in time.
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• In the absence of an applied magnetic field b, the current magnetization m is only a function of Hr and the
rotation part of the deformation gradient R.

• In the case of non-ideal h-MRE, where χe ̸= 0 (see the example in Fig. 2 or Stepanov et al. (2017) and
Mukherjee and Danas (2019) for relevant experimental data), m evolves with the (applied) Eulerian magnetic
flux b (as shown in Fig. 2b) with a slope that is not µ0 but depends on χe. In turn, χe is a function of the
particle permeability and volume fraction as defined in Eq. (13). Note, however, that in realistic h-MREs,
χe is rather small (i.e., χe ∼ 0.01− 0.2) and, thus, may be neglected in several cases of interest (Zhao et al.,
2019).

• We observe that m is not a proper internal variable since, still in the general case of non-ideal h-MREs, m
depends also on b and not only on Hr.

• The last term in Eq. (29) implies that for non-ideal magnets with χe ̸= 0, m will change with the application
of a stretch in the full energetic model defined in Eq. (24). Nevertheless, this last term is substantially smaller
than the first two, since in actual h-MREs, χe ∼ 0.01− 0.2 and cβ are of a similar order when c ≤ 0.3. This
implies that this term is, in practice, very small and will essentially lead to negligible changes in magnetization
amplitude for stretches as large as three (i.e., 200% strain). As such, we reiterate the observation that m is a
function of Hr only and nearly stretch independent in most cases of practical interest. This term, however,
derives from the coupling part of the energy, which is essential for the prediction of magnetostriction at large
magnetic fields.

4.1 Special case of uncoupled, ideal h-MRE

The case of an ideal magnetic (energetic) h-MRE, i.e., one with ideal magnetic particles (see Fig. 2b) has been
extensively used in the literature owing mainly to the seminal work of Zhao et al. (2019), which focuses, however,
on slender MRE structures subjected mainly to bending deformations. Next, we provide a detailed discussion of
how the full energetic model in Eq. (24) can be simplified for the case of ideal magnetic h-MREs and comment on
the implications of this simplification.

We start by using an uncoupled magneto-mechanical energy, an approximation that was considered in the earlier
models of Zhao et al. (2019) and Yan et al. (2023), as well as more recently in Moreno-Mateos et al. (2023), and
can be implemented by setting β = 0 in Eq. (26), leading to

ρ0Ψcouple = 0. (30)

Here, the notion of an uncoupled response is meant in the sense of the homogenization analysis carried out by
Danas (2017), where it was shown that under the application of a Eulerian magnetic field bapp, the purely magnetic
energy in Eq. (25) induces no net intrinsic magnetostriction of the MRE. Nonetheless, by uncoupled, one should
not be confused with the apparent magneto-mechanical coupling induced between a magnetic structure (even with
negligible magnetostriction) and the surrounding magnetic field; this is, in fact, a strong effect with the rotation of
a metallic needle in a compass the canonical example. While the compass needle has negligible magnetostrictive
strains, the structure interacts with the surrounding magnetic field to indicate the direction of the Earth’s magnetic
poles.

Another approximation required to recover the magnetic response of an ideal h-MRE consists in setting χe
p = 0,

and thus χe = 0, in the energetic model of Eq. (24). This approximation simplifies the magnetic energy in Eq. (25)
to

ρ0Ψmag(I
BHr
5 ) = IBHr5 = B · C1/2Hr. (31)

The effect of setting χe
p = 0 has been discussed in Section 3.3 (cf. Fig. 2b) and serves to impose that the relative

magnetic permeability of a pre-magnetized h-MRE is exactly equal to unity in the absence of an applied magnetic
field.

Gathering the approximations and statements provided above, we obtain the following simplified energetic model
for an ideal h-MRE:

W e,R(F,B;Hr) = ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) + IBHr5 +
1

2µ0J
IB5

= ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) +B · C1/2Hr +
1

2µ0J
B · CB. (32)
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Following the same steps presented in Eq. (27), or simply setting χe = 0 in Eq. (29), one can readily show that in
the present case of an uncoupled, ideal h-MRE, the current magnetization is

m = −RHr. (33)

Importantly, given the starting assumptions, especially in light of Eq. (23), we observe that the magnitude of the
current magnetization, |m| = |Hr|, remains unchanged with the application of a small applied (external) magnetic
field and is entirely stretch-independent. Even in this simplified case, m cannot formally serve as an internal variable
since it depends on the rotation R(F), which itself is a function of the deformation gradient. By contrast, it is
evident that m will exhibit properties similar to Hr, which, by definition, is an internal variable.

For the purpose of comparing this uncoupled model with the models of Yan et al. (2023) (cf. Section 5) and
Zhao et al. (2019) (cf. Section 6), it is helpful to define an energy per unit current volume we,R = W e,R/J , which,
together with the result Eq. (33), reads

W e,R(F,b,Hr) = ρ0Ψmech(I1, J) + J RHr · b+
J

2µ0
b · b, (34)

or equivalently

we,R(F,b,Hr) =
ρ0
J
Ψmech(I1, J)−m · b+

1

2µ0
b · b. (35)

It is straightforward to show then that
∂we,R

∂b
= −m+

1

µ0

b = h. (36)

Remark 4. The derivatives of both the coupled, W e, and the uncoupled W e,R energies with respect to F lead to a
symmetric total Cauchy stress, which may be split to a sum of an energetic mechanical stress and a Maxwell stress.
Those expressions have been discussed extensively in Mukherjee and Danas (2022) and are not reported here for
brevity.

5 The energetic model of Yan et al. (2023)

Following an approach similar to that of Zhao et al. (2019), Yan et al. (2023) proposed a magneto-elastic model for
h-MREs valid for small magnetic fields around a pre-magnetized state. Inspired by their own experimental results,
the model in Yan et al. (2023) does, however, take into consideration the stretch-independency of m, contrary to
that of Zhao et al. (2019), which does not.

To facilitate the comparison between these existing models and the framework presented in this note, we have
updated their notation in the summary of the model of Yan et al. (2023) provided next. The behavior of a bulk,
magnetically ideal h-MRE under a small applied magnetic field and a fully pre-magnetized state is described by a
Helmholtz free energy density, summing an elastic mechanical part, ρ0Ψmech and a magnetic part, ρ0Ψ

RM
mag,

5, such
that

wRM(C,b,m) =
ρ0
J
Ψmech(I1, J) +

ρ0
J
ΨRM

mag(m,b). (37)

For the mechanical part, the authors used a simple quasi-incompressible neo-Hookean model of the form

ρ0
J
ΨRM

mech(I1) =
G

2
(J−2/3FT · F− 3) +

K

2
(J − 1)2. (38)

In this expression, the shear, G, and bulk, K, moduli of the h-MRE may be either measured directly from ex-
periments or estimated using the homogenization result in Eq. (11). For the experimentally relevant case of a
neo-Hookean matrix phase and mechanically rigid particles, use of the homogenization estimates leads to (Lopez-
Pamies et al., 2013; Luo et al., 2023)

G =
Gm

(1− c)
5
2

, and K =
Km

2(1− c)6
, (39)

where Gm is the shear modulus of the polymer matrix and c is the volume fraction of the rigid NdFeB particles.

5In the original studies of Yan et al. (2023) and Yan et al. (2021), the notation Ue ≡ ρ0Ψmech and Um ≡ ρ0ΨRM
mag was used.
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The corresponding magnetic energy reads

ρ0
J
ΨRM

mag(m,b) = −m · b. (40)

Subsequently, the authors, making use of direct experimental evidence and numerical results of Mukherjee et al.
(2021), described the pre-magnetized state using a magnetization measure M, which is constitutively linked to the
current magnetization m via

m = J−1RM, M ∈ R3. (41)

The vector M serves to describe the pre-magnetization state, which remains fixed during actuation. More impor-
tantly, the fact that M is related to the current m via R (and not via F) implies that it lies at an intermediate
stretch-free configuration. By direct comparison with the energetic models presented in Section 4.1, one can connect
the internal variable Hr and M simply by setting

Hr = −J−1M. (42)

As such, the model of Yan et al. (2023) turns out be exactly equivalent (up to the background term 1/µ0b · b) to
the simplified, energetic version of the Mukherjee et al. (2021) and Mukherjee and Danas (2022) model presented
in Eq. (35).

6 The Zhao et al. (2019) model versus the energetic models of Mukher-
jee et al. (2021) and Yan et al. (2023)

In the original work of Zhao et al. (2019), the authors considered a remanent magnetic field6, br, which has the
characteristics of an internal variable similar to Hr defined in Eq. (7). They also assumed that b and h remain
linear and with a slope µ0 at small applied fields (i.e., ideal h-MREs), which is a fair assumption since the relative
permeability in such materials is close to unity, as already discussed in Section 1. Together with the very definition
of the current magnetization in Eq. (1), this assumption yields

h =
1

µ0

(b− br) ⇒ br = µ0m. (43)

Subsequently the field br is pulled back to obtain a Lagrangian remanent field, Br (denoted as B̃r in their article),
defined as

Br = JF−1br = Jµ0F
−1m, (44)

which is directly related to the remanent field in the h-MRE after strong pre-magnetization. By contrast, during
pre-magnetization the above relation implies

1

J
FBr = br = µ0M, (45)

and leads to h = 0 during the pre-magnetization operation.
Subsequently, Br is chosen as the main independent state variable in the problem, leading to the following

definition of the energy density:

wFM(C,b,m) =
ρ0
J
Ψmech(I1, J)−

1

Jµ0
FBr · b. (46)

Importantly, this form of the energy density implies that the constant Lagrangian remanent field7, Br, directly
leads to strong stretch-dependent br and m. As a consequence, it follows that for arbitrary stretches U (from the
polar decomposition U = RT F), their model predicts that the current magnetization could become substantially
larger than the saturation magnetization of the h-MRE since it evolves with the deformation gradient F.

By contrast, Zhao et al. (2019) have only implemented and used the proposed F-Br ≡ F-M model in situations
of very small stretches, such as bending of an actuated beam or plate, which are both slender geometrically and

6The remanent magnetic field was denoted as Br in their article.
7The Lagrangian remanent field, Br, may be identified with the pre-magnetized state by setting Br = µ0M in the notation of Yan

et al. (2023).
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thus use of the inextensibility condition results naturally to a stretch independent magnetization response. If,
however, the plate, shell or beam is stretched, as is the case in the experimental results of Yan et al. (2023) and the
recent studies of Stewart and Anand (2023) and Zhang et al. (2023), then significant discrepancies may be observed
between the FM model of Zhao et al. (2019) and the RM model of Yan et al. (2023) and that of Mukherjee et al.
(2021).

(b) (c)(a)

MRE plate

Figure 3: Results reproduced from Yan et al. (2023) for experiments and FEM simulations, the latter for both the
RM and the FM models, for a fully clamped h-MRE plate under combined pressure and magnetic loading. (a)
Schematic diagram with a top view (into the e1-e2 plane) and side view (into the e2-e3 plane) of the system. (b,c)
Normalized deflection, δ/h versus the applied pressure p, for two values of the amplitude of the applied magnetic
field, |b| = {80, 160}mT. The experimental results (solid symbols) are common to both plots. (b) Comparison
between the experimental results and 3D FEM-simulations (open symbols) using theRMmodel: circles and squares
for 80mT and 160mT, respectively. (c) Comparison between the experimental results and 3D FEM-simulations
(open symbols) using the FM model: open diamonds and triangles for 80mT and and 160mT, respectively. (This
figure was adapted from the previous work of Yan et al. (2023)).

We proceed by reviewing the subset of results from Yan et al. (2023) that are relevant to, and provide evidence
for, the discussion in the paragraph above. For convenience, these results are reproduced in Fig. 3. As shown
in the schematic diagram of Fig. 3a, their system comprised a square-shaped, thin, h-MRE plate (side length
L = 25mm and thickness h = 505µm) that was clamped on all of its 4 sides. The plate was magnetized along
e3 = M/|M|, which is also the direction of the applied magnetic field bapp. A pneumatic chamber induces an
internal pressure p. The deflection of the plate along e3 is quantified by the maximum value, δ, at its center. We
point the reader to the original manuscript of Yan et al. (2023) for additional details (e.g., fabrication, additional
physical properties, and experimental protocol). In Fig. 3b,c, we reproduce their experimental data (closed symbols)
for the measured normalized deflection, δ/h as a function of the applied pressure, p, for two values of the amplitude
of the applied magnetic field, |b| = {80, 160}mT. At the same value of the applied pressure p, a higher magnetic
field resists the plate deflection. The corresponding 3D FEM results (open symbols) are presented in Fig. 3b using
the RM model and in Fig. 3c using the FM model. The authors found that the RM model provides predictions
in excellent agreement with the experimental data, whereas the FM model does not. The pneumatic loading
induces non-negligible stretching deformation of the plate’s mid-surface, calling for an appropriate description of
the magnetization of the deformed plate according to Eq. (41) (RM model) and that the FM model by Zhao et al.
(2019) is inappropriate in this case. Note that Yan et al. (2023), as well as other studies mentioned in Section 1,
also investigated several other cases of slender structures that effectively behaved as inextensible, for which the
predictions from the FM model were satisfactory.

7 Discussion and limitations of the simplified models

We proceed by commenting on the fact that the models of Zhao et al. (2019), Yan et al. (2023) and many others
thereafter in the literature neglect the background energy term B ·CB/2µ0J ; cf. the last term in Eq. (35). One may
directly add this term in Eqs. (37) and (46), similar to the energy definitions in Eqs. (24), (35), and (34). However,
in that case, B (or b) becomes an unknown field with prescribed boundary conditions and needs to be solved for,
together with the displacement field. Instead, dropping this background magnetic term may be justifiable, but only
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under specific conditions, which are summarized as follows8:

i. the externally applied magnetic field is spatially uniform (i.e., it is applied far from the specimen),

ii. the MRE geometry is such that the B and H fields are (or may be approximated to be) uniform in the specimen,

iii. the Eulerian magnetic flux b or magnetic strength h in the specimen can be assumed to be equal to the
externally applied Eulerian magnetic flux bapp or happ, respectively,

iv. the Eulerian magnetic strength h or magnetic flux b during pre-magnetization are approximately zero (for
applied bapp or happ, respectively), such that relation in Eq. (45) holds.

In the specific situations stated above, due to the normal continuity of B and the tangential continuity of H,
it can be readily shown that the leading order tractions due to Maxwell stresses resulting from the background
magnetic energy term, B ·CB/2µ0J , inside the MRE and the surrounding air are identically equilibrated. As such,
this term has no net impact on the mechanical response of the MRE (soft or hard), and the torque exerted upon
the structure via the magnetic field is bapp × (µ0M). Note that, in actual experimentally relevant situations, this
assumption may introduce errors, which can be negligible or substantial, depending on the geometry of the device
and/or the MRE. Certain important counter-examples of practical relevance are discussed next.

Near corners of the MRE structure, the magnetic fields cannot be uniform by standard physical arguments (e.g.,
the requirement of a divergence-free B and a curl-free H), also known as Fringe effects. In bulk specimens, it was
shown for small strains by Brown (1966), and for finite strains by Lefèvre et al. (2017), that the mechanical and
magnetic fields are not uniform inside an MRE specimen, even when the far-applied pre-magnetization or actuation
magnetic field is uniform. This non-uniformity becomes less pronounced in slender structures except near the edges
of the specimen.

Another case where assumptions (iii) and (iv) are not satisfied occurs when a uniformly pre-magnetized (along
the long axis) h-MRE beam is at an angle with respect to the applied actuation magnetic field. In this configuration,
the magnetic flux in the solid cannot be the same as that of the external air since a non-zero component exists
along the beam’s long axis. At one hand, this component will affect the shear strains and stresses in the beam. On
the other hand, this component is not expected to affect strongly the overall deflection of the beam at the initial
stages of deformation if the main deformation mode is pure bending. Yet, this non-zero component of the resulting
magnetic flux during actuation along the beam’s long axis may strongly affect the response of the system at large
applied fields and more complex structures or more complex pre-magnetization profiles (Mukherjee and Danas,
2022).

Another example where the background magnetic energy cannot be neglected can be found in the work of
Psarra et al. (2019) studying a system comprising a thin s-MRE film attached to a passive elastic substrate. Their
experimental and numerical investigation clearly showed that the shear stresses in the film lead to a crinkling
instability pattern with pronounced angular out-of-plane protrusions similar to the ferrofluid Rosensweig instability
(Cowley and Rosensweig, 1967). In that study, the proper resolution of the surrounding magnetic energy and the
interaction between neighboring wrinkles/crinkles turned out to be of critical importance to correctly capture the
experimentally observed deformation pattern.

Similarly, condition (iv) in the above list can only be valid when the pre-magnetization field has a simple uniform
distribution along the principal directions of the slender structure. When, for instance, the pre-magnetization is
conducted on pre-curved slender structures (Ren et al., 2019), despite being slender, both b and h fields are non-
null and thus neither of them can be directly and analytically identified with the external applied magnetic fields.
Furthermore, in those cases, the pre-magnetized state does not correlate directly with the pre-deformed shape of
the structure (Mukherjee and Danas, 2022), and thus, a full simulation of the boundary value problem (BVP) is
required to estimate the actual pre-magnetization state.

In actual magnetic setups, the applied pre-magnetization or actuating magnetic fields may be non-uniform
(Dorn et al., 2021). A rather critical assessment of several popular setups and their influence on the MRE response
has been recently carried out in Moreno-Mateos et al. (2023). In such cases, none of the above conditions holds
true, calling for simulations of the full BVP. Yan et al. (2021) and Sano et al. (2022a) have also addressed the
general case of non-uniform fields with a constant gradient (albeit using the previous FM model only valid for
negligible stretching) by incorporating the magnetic body force induced by the field gradient and implementing it
in FE packages. Yan et al. (2021) focused on the planar (2D) deformation of geometrically nonlinear hard-magnetic
beams, whereas Sano et al. (2022a) studied the 3D deformation of hard-magnetic rods following a Kirchhoff rod
theory framework. Given the slenderness of these beams and rods, the specific loading conditions, and the relatively

8See also the related discussion in Sharma and Saxena (2020).
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small magnitude of the applied actuating magnetic fields, both of these systems remained effectively inextensible.
As such, it was appropriate for the authors to employ the FM model, in lieu of the RM one, and also without a
need to consider the Ψcouple term in the energy density of Eq. (24).

For more complex and multi-component h-MRE structures, which may exhibit self-interactions, one should take
into account the surrounding air in the modeling approach. The chosen approach may vary depending on the BVP
at hand, the complexity of the geometry, and the convergence properties of the numerical scheme. We point the
interested reader to a number of recent efforts along this direction: the staggered approach (Pelteret et al., 2016) (see
also Rambausek et al. (2022) for improvements), the penalty method of constraining the air-solid boundary node
sets (Psarra et al., 2017, 2019), and the more straightforward use of a very soft mechanical law for the air (see for
instance Dorn et al. (2021) and improvements in Rambausek et al. (2022) and Moreno-Mateos et al. (2022a)). More
recently, a non-local approach coupling interacting faces in a beam structure by use of dipole-dipole interactions
has been proposed by Sano (2022b) to rationalize previously unexplained experimental observations in Sano et al.
(2022a). Finally, two additional promising approaches, not discussed here, have been proposed in Rambausek and
Schöberl (2023), where a proper treatment of the Maxwell stress at the interface between the magnetoelastic solid
and the air allows to eliminate the spurious modes present in such problems and allow for good convergence.

Finally, and from a more mathematical point of view, we note that the omission of the background magnetic
energy may lead to non-symmetric stress measures and incomplete descriptions of the magnetic constitutive rela-
tions. For instance, we observe that neglecting the term b ·b/2µ0 in Eq.(35) would lead to an incomplete definition
for the magnetic field strength in Eq.(36); i.e., ∂we,R/∂b = −m and not h.

8 Conclusion

In this study, we aimed to elucidate several crucial aspects concerning the modeling of h-MREs (but also relevant
for s-MREs) and, in particular, the stretch-independence of their magnetization response, which has been observed
experimentally. Such a property needs to be taken into account appropriately in the modeling so as to avoid
inaccurate or nonphysical predictions (e.g., a magnetization that is larger than the magnetization saturation of the
MRE) that may result when the tested MRE is subjected to pre-stretching or pre-stressing. We have shown that
the fully dissipative model of Mukherjee et al. (2021) may be reduced, under certain physically sound assumptions,
to the energetic model of Yan et al. (2023), but not that of Zhao et al. (2019). The former two models were shown
to be in agreement with experiments on slender structures. Furthermore, the more complete dissipative model
of Mukherjee et al. (2021) was also shown to be in very good agreement with full-field numerical simulations of
representative volume elements of h-MREs subjected to finite stretching and magnetic fields and not only pure
bending.

As an additional outcome of the present analysis, we have also shown that the magnetization has the properties
of an internal variable, and as such, it is subject to constitutive assumptions. Specifically, the use of a direct
pull-back or push-forward of the current magnetization may lead to incorrect predictions that are inconsistent with
experimental measurements or full-field simulations. The reason lies in the fact that in a finite strain formulation,
the magnetization is constitutively defined in the current configuration (Kankanala and Triantafyllidis, 2004), while
it has no particular physical meaning in the undeformed configuration. Any attempt to use such a Lagrangian
measure for the magnetization as an independent variable can lead to nonphysical measures of the latter in the
current configuration. Such is the case for the FM model, originating by such a pull-back operation.

Finally, neglecting the background magnetic energy, an assumption typically made for simplicity of the analysis,
may only be made in specific cases involving slender structures that are pre-magnetized uniformly and subjected
to uniformly applied magnetic fields or with specific gradients. Even then, the reduced models may be able to
predict accurately the mechanical response of the material or structure but, by construction, are incomplete and
thus incapable of describing the resulting magnetic response and its evolution during the loading process.

We close by noting that the observed stretch-independence of the magnetization in h-MREs is also a feature in
s-MREs; this was shown unambiguously in the earlier work of Danas et al. (2012) and a considerable effort to take
it into account was made in their modeling approach, as well as in subsequent models (Mukherjee et al., 2020). We
hope that the present study will yield a better understanding of and further the design of programmable materials
and soft robots comprising components made of h-, s-, or hybrid MRE materials.
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